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Natural Loss Events (Munich Re)

https://www.munichre.com/site/wrap/get/documents_E1656163460/mram/assetpool.munichreamerica.wrap/PDF/07Press/2015_World_map_of_nat_cats.pdf
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150-200 coastal airports at risk from 
sea level rise and storm surges 

Source: Thomas 2011

Assessing the Vulnerability of Gobal Transport Systems to Climate Change:  Air Cargo

Source: Rodrigue, 2013 / Airports Council International 5



Container shipping lines focus on ‘hub ports’

World’s 50 busiest container ports 2012

Increasing vessel size limits 
port access

Source: UNCTAD (2012)

http://www.movehub.com/blog/busiest-shipping-container-ports

ports within tropical storm tracks

Assessing the Vulnerability of Gobal Transport Systems to Climate Change:  Shipping
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EU  EWENT  project:  (Ludwigson, 2012)
(‘impacts of extreme weather on freight transport and logistics in Europe’) 

Low willingness to increase organisational / channel robustness through
• physical preparedness
• acquisition of risk management skills

Poor understanding of weather-hazard probability – exacerbated by:

• intra-organisational differences in the assessment of weather risks
• under-estimating wider consequences of weather-related disruptions

Failure to commit sufficient resources to risk management and contingency planning

Typical views among logistics managers:

climate change is a longer term phenomenon that future generations of logistics 

managers can deal with.

bad weather is just another risk factor that can be accommodated within existing risk 
management / business continuity procedures

Managerial Attitudes to Extreme Weather Events
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Interaction between Cutting Emissions (Mitigation)  and Adapting to Climate Change 

3-way interaction – including damage

van Vuuren et al 2011

‘It is not feasible, given uncertainties to 
determine an optimal mix between 

mitigation, adaptation and residual damage.’

Need to minimise the carbon intensity of adaptation activities to 
minimise positive feedbacks into the climate system

van Vuuren et al 2011
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mitigation adaptation
https://bit.ly/2SQNHJW

Multilateral development 
banks’ climate finance 2017 

US$

19%

‘Little research has so far been conducted on the 
inter-relationship between adaptation and 
mitigation strategies in the transport sector’

IPCC 5AR vol 3 Chapter 8 2014
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Concentration of Freight Flows by Node, Corridor and Cluster: 

increasing vulnerability to climate change
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Increased use of hub and spoke networks

Centralisation of inventory
‘square root law of inventory’

Regional clustering 

Focused production

Agglomeration benefits
vs

Supply chain risk 

Regional clustering of production

agglomeration benefits
vs

supply chain risk

Product A
Product B
Product C
Product D
Distribution

Nationally-
based

Production

Focused
Production

in pan-
European

plants

Source: Cooper 1993

Concentration of hard-drive production

30% drop in global production

Thai floods 2011 

Blockage of 
critical freight 
corridors e.g. 
Alpine passes
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Climate Change Adaptation in the Transportation Sector
(US National Climate Assessment 2014)

protecting the transport system from 
climatic effects 

protecting economy and society from 
transport system failures

Climate change adaptation seen mainly as an infrastructural challenge
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Geographical downscaling of climate data 

Relaxing ‘stationarity’ assumptions

can no longer extrapolate 
from historic data

trends may prove non-
linear if ‘tipping points’ 

are crossed

rate of climate change 
accelerating – need 
regular recalibration

Source: IPCC SREX Summary 
for Policy-makers report (2011) 

Disconnect between the climate 
scientists and the transport engineers:  
outputs of the climate models failing to 

meet engineering requirements
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Difficulty of  Preparing Transport Infrastructure for Climate Change



Source: Becker et al 2016Protecting major ports against sea level rise: material requirements

100 largest ports (by throughput in 2011)
port cities with >1 million population
Total 221  (out of 3300)

coastal defence fo 2m sea level rise

3600 kms of coastal structures

52 Hoover dams

49m tonnes of cement

‘Our initial results suggest that adaptation 
will be a monumental task and will 
significantly tax global resource capacity.’

small part to global effort to adapt 
infrastructure and built environment

Climate-proofing Port Infrastructure: scale of the challenge
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Developing Holistic Climate Resilience Strategies for Freight Transport

across transport modesacross critical infrastructures

modal substitution as a 
resilience option

infrastructural interconnections cause
propogation of disruptive effects
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Role of Freight Modal Shift in Climate Change Adaptation

• relative vulnerability of different modes in different regions / corridors

• relative cost of climate-proofing different modes

• resulting modal shifts may conflict with climate mitigation efforts  

New transport technologies creating new adaptation challenges
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Developing Holistic Climate Resilience Strategies for Freight Transport

across transport modesacross critical infrastructures

modal substitution as a 
resilience option

infrastructural interconnections cause
propogation of disruptive effects

across disciplines

Insurance

Climate science

Logistics

Economics

Transport planning

Civil engineering

Behavourial sciences

across stakeholders

not simply an infrastructural responsibility

across countries and regions

effects of extreme weather and 
response mechanisms cross 

political boundaries sharing of information, risks 
and costs with service 
providers and users
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Legal requirement to fit winter tyres

http://heavy.com/tech/2015/10/best-snow-tires-all-season-
online-reviews-hankook-goodyear-blizzak-xice/

http://trafficsafe.org/index.php/haulage-fleets-urged-to-plan-winter-tyre-changes-9641/

40% more traction in extreme winter conditions 

Compulsory fitting of winter tyres:

Balance of risk, responsibility and cost between 
road user and infrastructure provider

maintain adequate inventory of road salt

no mention of winter tyres

Balancing Infrastructure Provider and Freight Operator Responsibilities
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Climate-proofing Logistics Buildings

Adapted from GTZ, 2011

relocate

protect

accommodate

Choice depends on: probability and seriousness of the flood

criticality of the logistics operation at the site

age and insurability of the asset etc. 

Roof collapse in 20 whisky 
warehouses under weight of 

snow (2010)
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Auditing exposure to weather-related risk across the supply chain

Modifying Supply Chain Strategies to Accommodate Worsening Climate Risk

Source: Maplethorpe. 2015

Climate Change Vulnerability Index 2015
• suppliers or logistical hubs in locations with 

high climate vulnerability scores

• reconfiguring supply chains to minimise 
exposure to climate risk

• balancing climate risk against range of other 
supply chain risk factors

• recalibrating risk profiles as frequency and 
intensity of extreme weather events increases



Adaptation of Transportation Systems to Climate Change
Already an Extensive Literature on the Subject  
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